Pres. J.Z.
June 22, 86

My Darling Husband,

Mail yesterday & B
don't see why
don't see why

Wash. state that it will
Will it if we can

before this time will
Will we in connection
again by mail
Will still continue
to write - No

none of any kind
It was not even in telegraphic comme-
tin yesterday - every-
ting goes on as usual. Henderson
tells me this morning
that they have just
heard a few deep
songs of opera dough-
\& arrest. He says
that Ioper \& convent-
very much. It has
been dough several
times here before
he left. As \& was
afraid that \& had
[1/12/46]

The first year at Berkeley was serviceable, but had a most depressing effect. It's as if the broad world - we have the car of girls - there was this dormitory, and you will have to use as a thought and a song into your get well every day as it were. Dying to wrestle in the broad world. It has been six days since.
Heard from your last - still no letter - I can not hope for one for a day or so even - all join me in love to you.

Have the letter at last - will send it today - I hope you will be able to give me some hope of your return before long - I am getting so anxious.

Your faithfully and devotedly,

Your Wife - Mont.
Jan 22, 24

My Darling Wife,

The fishing tackle was all right - and well selected. I shall be back at the Boies. I got your letters for a day or two, it being the 22nd or 23rd. The lake is being fished at that time. Piling in the mountains from above here and the water becoming good steadily for fishing. Holt has not been out anywhere. He has anyone else - where ever any more is, I send it will write you at once - I write daily - excepting for a three days at the end of it, also. He should have some account. The letter containing checks in the amount of $167.00 in one and $169.00 in the other, in addition to the $100.00 check previously sent. If this thing continues as at present I will have to come down in March. If Solomonville is not arranged - as it should be can be. The people here are very hospitable and offer us every favor - I have been in three, and one - Some arriving from Fort Benton, other a messenger came from Fort Benton. Also that the money in sent down at once.

As it continues is very nice - unable to get water - The tender went, and one, and in their writing. I enclosed a letter from Solomon which I am enclosing here.

Wish to The weather is magnificent here.
Thronged to keep out of chief places.  

Do not worry so much of anything except that I would instead lose.  But, I must be careful.  The operations are at a standstill except for the destruction of stations and some preparation before the summer.  I have one of the best locations on this island and see no prospect of removal.  Blockade is likely here commended on the same basis while something account for your calling coming so regularly.  

Reynolds is all and then most of his face.  

Hope for my luck.  Best of luck.  

About Boyington and about that.
Residios I. T.

My Darling Husband,

No mail yet. Seven days have passed since I have heard from you. I have been very much longer than I expected before I have from my own love. It seems strange, as long as you are in direct communication think to have to wait days before hearing.
from you. I can not imagine any reason for your long silence. Unless your
school &c. is well you would telegraph me
I have not heard from you since last spring. & I do not
know if the Case

still exists. I have thought it
had died out for the
year, every thing is

natural. The
thrombosis was
fixed your doctors
came to me yesterday
& saved the label and
order on the other.
My dear friend,

It is with great regret that I write to you today. I was hoping to hear from you and wanted to express my concern for your well-being. It is not unusual for mindsets to shift, and it seems that your habits have changed. I hope that you are well and that your health is improving.

Please do not hesitate to reach out if you need any help or support. Your address has not changed, and I would be happy to provide any assistance you may need.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

P.S. Your letter was received and was added to my collection.
the other side of the

will probably be

several days getting

here. I see all mail

is ordered around

by the Central Pacific

for the present.

All join and see

love to you. I shall

as anxiously wait

go a letter from

you as write me

back one. A thou-

sand kisses & more love

than I can express,

Yours loving & devoted,

wife.
Solomonville

A Camp Jan 23rd 80

My mother's wish

Mr and Mrs Lincoln came to Solomonville by Alarm as Rob is ill

So he's treated at this camp (Ashleys)

This leaves Helen in Command here

Shall send in for them in three weeks

The Case must be quite serious - the less

not come out yet as I cannot give facts

here. Have our sick, I located at last at

one of the - I can change a week

Mud - Large enough for both in Caregyn

should come down after while. And

a good large than Benedt, other clay

under Jezef Know - Hunting. Helen still

Hearing and there traveled jelting from

According to the letter today. The Theater

and its news - Have heard of any boys

as I can write. Left them fully and both

2nd term of leaving tone.

Have not had time to go around much

so long staying up camp. Freely through

now. The brother is very quiet when at home

and think is not very lively - a young

fellows named victory who has a bunch

a bullet alone is very Clever - Comes

down nearly every day and lives at all

the front the can hear the name of James

Chubbin, cut the small plant - a young
Nuggy and Dembo - Cat by the Solomon 
and the Jarmin of anything else in the 
Neck - Solomon else went as a Chain 
Giver - 2 letters and this brumy little 
Which to him are bane - We by has fun 
with Cat will a live - and there is de 
Curled in Camp the brumy girls not like 
it but have to do the best they can - In 
addition they have the deck off the otium 
uise which are of the desert - very fine 
as those in the Ashley 

We been look they done in to go back 

Mary Ann - and that the Company 
of the 8th Calvary is Behind them well 
Thompson Camp - at the water holes 

She seems here in the town separas at 
assisted that the do not believe any 

Constantported of Movement - End of August 
the published which are made from what 

She - just a word of death in them 
Mrs Solomon is quite sick - God to 
you lord here to see her three children at 
School with Mrs Belding in 365 
They are Jews - very Intelligent Commen 

Seme People - Contracte of Course 

As ever Solomon
Jan 24 J.C.

By mail, S.C. Kane

Had a letter from J.C. Kane

The Campinas are growing fast.

The chief of Ute's reported that

the main part were by some kind of

a Kanchee who wanted to kill Aythl

Wood. The population here is the most

aggravated and treated I have yet heard

the pleasure of being stationed amongst.

Most of the letters in this valley are to

theements, who do not travel except as

fallowing. The best current elements

in the Missoula. These live in the valley

and about the Lower town and are also

fallowing. Aches and names. in short rules.

The Blacks and Cowpokes only

know their names. These are no Mammas

for Indians. And the gentlemen all

Every the Indians except the Cheyennes

and other Apache do not know that

Canty excepting in the vicinity of where

they live on the Longhorn Rins and

other range unless all the Agricultural

And this rain took hurt of all the fresh

And other grasses of the territory. Everything

can be sold at California nine. The the fraud

Which brings grains at eight for the and

Klack, for this done. Below is 50 20s 50 50.
is entirely dependent upon two matters.

The first is the Indian - and the Indian had - we talk
about clearing the large reservations both
of the Indians. The few Indian are worked
at a low rate. Most of their are closed
and the country is full of ranges, rivers, and
the cent. I think the best thing is to

We can sell our horses and about the
Dane Wade at Portland, Oregon.

If the land in the Indians were taken in
of the country - it would be abandoned by

If the land in the Indians were taken in
of the country - it would be abandoned by

a few years - about the area in a thousand
is fit for stock - taking the land is a
whole - but like every element - it has
some oasis among the mountains after

The fertile and valuable. The heart of
the whole country here is the White Mountains
and the Cibola Reservation - which con-

the Cibola Reservation - which con-

the Cibola Reservation - which con-

the Cibola Reservation - which con-

the whole - and a valuable asset.

in the area - follow the this direction

from absolute - lack of water. It has

have been attempted all the ways on

by Dr. Cibola, and the Owyhee.

into Idaho when he discovered Terminus

Camp - of which you have heard before this

taking me up to the Owyhee. We have not any details

- but we are in charge - and it only amounts
Rothem is fine and doing well. Have not heard from the Claimant since last of May. The Proposed will be in tomorrow night. I am a cheapskate but I can afford to make a mistake. It is like all the others.

I must close as this

Mark out as reading

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]
Memorandum of stuff to be
packed in box and shipped by car.

5 packages of Big Back Orders checkbooks in
envelope - set of Back Orders
Pack in box with field stuff. Large
2 Night Checks - to use old Order
Books. And deliver some stationery
from the Rock Abstract and Dunn Bldgs.
Ralph - Call Dr. Best at Shoshone Quota
Bill Dudley - 200 50C - Pernice Dist

Oregon - Pack in going else be a mess if old Shoshone. Of that cave old Clancy
Bill (not the same one) and the same packing.
Just the same amounts and a compact where
Tom can cut fromAnimas or otherwise is
Second Opinion 2- Please come as fast as
but - not one which is too large to carry in
like as Conard Darnell.

Not send any of the
Bill Dudley or others - but send
4 Cavalry Matches & 4 50 cent Instruction
And 20 - about 2 go worth of best
Fishing Tackle and send by mail.
These Tackle to be sent to me

(Send the Post Rider check and one
Memorandum with this by mail)

Remember to have & to be sent
in both Memorandum. Return
As Post - Rider to my Friends.
Dear Mr. Strong,

Farewell with this kind

Minister of Articles sent in the box for the Commissary also some

The last few words include all I

will need for some time expect in

been sold or left.

Part left cold and sold out, it is just as

that Col. Brevier will go across for a white

legionary Standing in Command. In your

preserving Col. James 1st and attach to

Regiment I stand a few questions here.

You cannot be ordered out with one

Regiment as it would cut too many

Command and would break in part

during this heat of the French Command

Gen. O'Callahan has no post for me

He has be Colonel Command in the

field for him. There is no one here for

being Commanding them than a Thirty

of Cavalry. It can work under that

May be real with perfect ease. For all

accounts there are left the seven Indies

out. And there are in Captain. Bands -

influence out of Mexico - Just now there

are north of this line that anyone knows

of. The troops are moving in August.
All flights - keep round - Except events everywhere. Families home on wagons having all over the country at this date.
Peasants and civilians - tanks are met with everywhere on the roads and off. Lumber and alone.

In fact the whole Argentine area is a lumber as far as can be seen. Work is
Concerned. It is difficult a very hard
Of thieves and murderers. Yet it can be felt. They will come to be captured down and
Killed but or that at a time clearly
Yet worn out or the "medicine" breaks the

They will come in and surrender as before.

Kohan was told to leave. He is very sickly
And the days he was gone to recover and
Was out of his mind on several occasions.
Some children in his attempt and very
Weak. Fortunately - he looked it from long

And tomorrow I will be in for that

in the morning - will write. We had
Fires. More reports of forests on the 23rd.
Sage on salt flats, and camping.

Detached men walked the camps
Of brush and brush built across the
From main road to other side of the

Stockmen men in good spirits - and free
From bad spirits now again.

As ever yours

[Signature]
In Camp Jan 26th

My Darling Wife,

I am sending you this letter three days late after we reached the camp. I received a letter from you on the 14th and I am glad you inquired about my health and well-being. I am feeling much better now and hope to return to duty soon.

Yesterday the weather was quite cold and I had to wear my overcoat. The camp fires were burning brightly and gave off a warm glow. The stars were clear and the air was crisp.

I hope to hear from you again soon. Write as often as possible.

Yours affectionately,

[Signature]

P.S. I have enclosed a photograph of our camp.
It is not a case of

Penalization at all for his desire to

be relieved from the cost. Plane in the Canaan

for him here. And once we cannot

more than a post-instant putting up

of the land Monte at least post.

And they are all here preserved by

troops belonging to his father.

I sent you on the 18th 100 do. in checks

and on the 20th 105 do. in Shipping.

205 do. in all - with instructions to

pay Del in Wilders 7:00 at Nancey

California - and other titles. If you

have not done so, also pay the cost

at the office subdivision of agents. It

includes 2. Times for 2 Christmas dinners.

Between in two and half days.

Well we is terrible frustrated on account

of being sick and well probably

keep straight for some time.

fath keep them there even still.

He realizes this condition but cannot

simply a pledge to me - of course.

easy not all to that unless to take

prize. The lines are just like

Granger's treatment. And is a subject

fully about which the ends are

for everything like a little child

Worth time to all and cravity

Mrs. Davis as ever

Eldridge
We can feel that now that the Camp is Stocked and everything is completed. We "{e}" it is becoming important and the plans of the westers' visit. What is left to be done in terms of exploring and making drawings of broken pottery. They go on hand along both sides of the river. For nineteen miles. What With the occupation was at one time of by a succession of definitions. It is hard to determine as this ruin are all off mostly the same character. The names among are all attributed to which indicates that age. He saw it while in any of the ruins it doesn't help to be able to sense. We shall perhaps it seeing it they are able to make it as pleasant for them as the camp. The ruins are 2o irregular that I do not expect any thing till it comes. His events had the same manner that I know. His wife does not get her letters and he writes every day. As I'm Mayor it will certainly be in command for a while. On this (Went as Col. Kelser went to)
29th Jan '76

My darling,

Sure of the 2nd is full

of complaints, but you must get used to

the shock in it of the tumble

by the - that - meant a four

arriving - Do you not realize that

the Mohave and sweethearts are

on the road that leads to this

point - and that they have ad-

ditionally ferreted out these

best - reach of sand and clay?

I have just received mail of

the 18th - and I have written

a letter since. I understand today

that all mail is being held and

delayed around here.

And central - I don't think of the way,

the mail is telegraphed but

know that Boston is on this way

and that you should have some

of my letters even if this comes.

Well, was it a day or two?

Tilden has gone in a letter sent

with 20 men. We have been camps

north of the Clamps - nothing seen

but the wind and we set out

After the left - Camp A man

came in in the dark and asked

about 20 dirks - seen - different.
Ask Springs and Clifton — This 14 Dec

Give an ascent to the stars through
the Cennin Lichen Head and pine
And a high old house with
the Great Tactico in there was
sent — to my camp with the report that
just lost in the brush and could not
find it. This evening Mr. Dohman
sent up to check — giving the report but
observing it — I shall have them
with it gone to Clifton tomorrow. I
am inclined that the report was
based on some one seeing Bullock
Command on the morning when he
abducted — not to wish to take
any chances and the horses need gas.

Came anyway — the water in the town
is full — right and fishing from
the column to depth for fishing.

I received last letter and made
Hanover 1st Sept. — the 25th he had
that a word to say. It was a source
of great satisfaction to me and
they could not bear the read

Then are Senators of Kansas —
and a first day of Crawford's train
from Atcham by Republican Supreme — had
Affinity. Gone to bed

Ed.Den
Jan 28 26

My Darling one,

Send Burke up the Hill

To Clifton. No tiller - plant this

raining. But tiller with stumps now.

in. Worth - Andy and any other

Fenris. No Pack there Mr. - We will

Know why people are kept in town.

in case of accidents - At Captain's we

have trouble with our slightest in-

farmed further than being and playing.

As far as Service is concerned.

I will write in this close packing in

Your motion which I send you enclosed.

Son will not be armed at the beginning.

I hope in this letter part of the letter.

It will be better do - In the end for

his sake. I hope John will do well.

He has probably lost a foot now.

If you want to see your face I can

write to him accrossing to his place

not and telling him to wait for

the great and when I return will

like this to the twitter - If you

Do not want - to the twitter and

speaking in passing write us letters

now or any other time not ever.

Generally yours. When the Waterfall

Are there with you. Was not let

With Mother Eleven a moment.
Worry—I will attend to it all.

My Return—As if I did not come.

Me at the end of February.

Can I think of the News and

Come down here to Solomon will.

I will make orders but you keep

both ways—the air and well with it.

I am in splendid health and feeling

better than since leaving Missoula—Can

losing flesh—that is pleasant

a quiet note—The boy has been

so quiet—Always—Still the same.

A real man in the territory who has been

here a year—I want to see you more and

more every day—Have figured it a 3-1/2

in my nut—Write enough for both of us.

Can you should come down and hear

received a letter & word wanted 8 the

Solomon to have you stay at his house

in town—So if you do not get word

by February 20th of any chance to try

I shall be of a certain friend of our

return—You can begin to arrange for your

return—Let the 1st of March a fight

then inform Washut—Will be sure to

meet you—Do not mention I wanted

of you certainly and long to enjoy you.

Sweet & happy again.

With love of mother.

[Signature]
President J. F.
Jan 28, '86
My darling Husband,

I was perfectly delighted yesterday in getting the surprise letters from you although they were written so the line and date 18th and 16th with five cents enclosed amount $107.00.
a little misunderstanding. For fear you might now have to go out to the tender to smell the details, for you doubtless have known it some time. — I send the paper by tomorrow's mail giving full account — to hope it there. I was thinking of color charts, but do not complain as I was more than glad to hear
all the necessaries for
duty in Trout Fishing
& official business at
Arizona. He intend a
good long to stay.
The idea is to take one
or two to see you.
I will send for
Mrs. Hardee this
morning to give him
the check. I have
drawn one exclusive of
the $75,00, for $2
$84,000 dollars since,
for all business done
in which I have
hand some bills.
But it will have to
drawn some more
so as to be able to...
Pay for the drill meeting. I read a letter from Talle yesterday saying they would leave Talle for 7:00 am. He would be in Bogum by the 1st of March. So they were all getting restless to render the old facts. I told the youngsters to see the roll up of this army and think all things and all might before.
To Mrs. V.

If you have time to come, I will send what there is in a day or so. It is clear 
yet maybe I will see it still tomorrow. I still 

No rain. Mrs. V. is coming here if 

The girl night 
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My memo, as usual - all join me in
blessing with a
pronounce Russia
of love of love
for my own love
so devotedly
+ harming y our
wife of love
Merrill G. Burlingame Special Collections Montana State-Bozeman Do Not Duplicate Without Permission
Prisoners—till him to come here but he says he is entitled to his return—should have it. That is what makes him angry, he says. They are almost always confined to their own company here—

Hope may God in due season in the smallest doubt if the does the men perfect doing their own
Nothing to write out
from Col. Chas.

Bozeman to

I doubt, since a
short time ago,
front and with
one which

Not Division is the

happy father of

Charles as just

in a few weeks

And a thing - your
old. The word be
of a mind of

and words of
[11/3/1867]

Dear Miss.

I trust this may find you well. I do not want you to think if I should send you out there I am sure going. Many months B should go to war if it were possible you see it do so. I hate and dread these separations.

Yours ever,

[Signature]

Merrill G. Burlingame Special Collections Montana State-Bozeman Do Not Duplicate Without Permission
My dearest wife,

This is just to let you know that I am not yet back at work and I hope to be there soon. I am writing this letter to thank you for the telegram you sent me last week. I am very grateful for your support and understanding.

I have enclosed the photographs of your children which are all right. I also sent a card which I hope you received. If you did not, please let me know. I am going to write to them soon. I am very anxious to see them.

I am going to come home soon. I have some letters to write and some things to do. I hope to be home in a few days. If you have any letters or packages, please forward them to me.

The weather here is still hot and it will be cool in a few days. I hope to be home soon. I will let you know as soon as I am back.

I am thinking of you and missing you very much. I hope you are well.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

P.S. I have been thinking of you every day. I hope you are doing well.

P.S. 2. I am writing this letter on the train. I am almost home.
Dear [Name],

I hope this finds you well. I have been very busy these past few days, taking care of business and attending to matters of the heart.

The day with [Person] went as planned. We had lunch together and discussed important matters. The weather was pleasant, and we enjoyed our time.

[Person]'s health is still the most important concern. I am worried about his well-being and am doing everything I can to support him.

Please let me know if there is anything I can do for you. I am always here to help and assist.

Yours truly,

[Your Name]
To Camp Jan 31st

My Darlings,

I trust you received my letter of Saturday last as I am sure you would have done so if I had not the means to get them in the mail or by express. As there is another telegraph, the whole affair will probably come to an end.

Dear Miss Bell, I am sorry to hear you are ill as I have been writing to you about the arrival of your family. I am glad to hear you are not. I hope to see you and your family soon.

As I have not seen you since your last visit, I have not heard from you since. I hope you are well and happy. I have been writing to you about the arrival of your family. I am glad to hear you are not. I hope to see you and your family soon.

As I have not seen you since your last visit, I have not heard from you since. I hope you are well and happy. I have been writing to you about the arrival of your family. I am glad to hear you are not. I hope to see you and your family soon.

As I have not seen you since your last visit, I have not heard from you since. I hope you are well and happy. I have been writing to you about the arrival of your family. I am glad to hear you are not. I hope to see you and your family soon.

As I have not seen you since your last visit, I have not heard from you since. I hope you are well and happy. I have been writing to you about the arrival of your family. I am glad to hear you are not. I hope to see you and your family soon.

As I have not seen you since your last visit, I have not heard from you since. I hope you are well and happy. I have been writing to you about the arrival of your family. I am glad to hear you are not. I hope to see you and your family soon.

As I have not seen you since your last visit, I have not heard from you since. I hope you are well and happy. I have been writing to you about the arrival of your family. I am glad to hear you are not. I hope to see you and your family soon.

As I have not seen you since your last visit, I have not heard from you since. I hope you are well and happy. I have been writing to you about the arrival of your family. I am glad to hear you are not. I hope to see you and your family soon.

As I have not seen you since your last visit, I have not heard from you since. I hope you are well and happy. I have been writing to you about the arrival of your family. I am glad to hear you are not. I hope to see you and your family soon.

As I have not seen you since your last visit, I have not heard from you since. I hope you are well and happy. I have been writing to you about the arrival of your family. I am glad to hear you are not. I hope to see you and your family soon.
I understand all mail has been read.

Abound by the Cathie and the Ocean, and the Central. This will keep away in a healthy way.

All are well. Robert went back in the Post today. Guarn and all.

You sent the Straight. But not to out of the River, but found the trace of him. The relief was simple by a man arising from Napoleon Higgins. When he

I am selling being kind already of this business. It is too much to use to take a war fare to me. The

man is still too high for feeling. Ever

Abbot. With the letter and victual to

Coffin. Gage - but being worked - did

not get a shot at the Indians.

I am with - or the old clothes,

Throught the time the house looks as

of it and looked 180 years. The old friends

are going at last, beyond question. I have

known the old Many serial dismiss and

the white hair are beginning to become

bare of them. Have them to be common

in town to those who famed. As pretty as

the clear. The head cleen in everything.

I often enclosed the deck from the deck

read - in one of the little vessels. Gaming

from wall to wall. The curls and the kids. The boys

began to come out of the ground - we will come

down all doors - will try to get a few dollars
to bring home with me - another fine
Merrill G. Burlingame Special Collections  Montana State-Bozeman Do Not Duplicate Without Permission
see him Tuesday afternoon. Another man came to me. He brought me his dinner to show me what they are. I feel so surprised and sorry that I do not know what to do. The man was the man the two cut a piece of breast cooking and the piece of fish that he was really something.
has just been in & I know
made my grandma's new one.

For I have no idea what
he will do. But do not
expect he will do anything
as he never puts him self
out and he sends his regards
& it seems to feel his
being left without command
but nothing even affects him
very much. & all is all

Dear sir,

We are

Yours,

Carrie Clark.
The mail that has come for
you today, from Mr. W.L. has gone
to the city. On the way
as I am all alone, I decided
to go down to Capt. Wheeler's Office
for half a day, helped which
were downtown, one of the
intelligent clerks, said my
word made him, I will come to
you at any time. Of course to
please my attention to
will send a copy in if it feels
not

All the best from Andrew.
but no more rain of storms, great showers, or floods. All Join together to make the lot of those who are living by the river. We are in a time of plenty.
Presidio 1st.
June 30th, 1867.

My Darling Wife and Son,

We received your letter yesterday. We are not worried as to know the mails are very irregular.

We have been very busy all morning and we will get some time to come. Our army may

drop our plans again, but all things are as bright as yesterday.
getting tired of living there all
study. Can Morgan is expected
home next week. He has been
in Texas to put Milfred in
school. He brings another Miss
Prince home with Miss Ben-
net to remain for a time at
Miss Emma Prince goes home
in February. Miss Emma Booth
has gone to her husband. A
large lot of her friends will
be at their funeral. 3
Mail is finally here.

22 Jan 1918

Mr. M. G. Bell

207 Main St.

Bozeman, Mont.
but do not feel too anxious about it—oh how I long for you & do think you do so much. Although I must confess I have never been so fond of Flea's schedule as you. Still no one knows your place & think it is constant longing for you & all join only in love to you. With ever so much love.

J[ohn] H[owe] / Yours ever / MT County Judge / Mary